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Low-energy electron scattering by methylsilane
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We report calculated elastic and inelastic cross sections for low-energy electron collisions with
methylsilane, CH3SiH3 , obtained using the Schwinger multichannel method. The elastic cross
sections, obtained within the static-exchange approximation, are compared with elastic results for
C2H6 and Si2H6. Electron-impact excitation cross sections were computed for sixteen electronic
states arising from excitation out of the two highest-lying valence orbitals. The dissociation of the
lowest few states was examined through limited electronic-structure calculations, which indicated
that the 21,3A1 states dissociate to CH3SiH1H2 while the 11,3E states dissociate to CH31SiH3.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1576382#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Methylsilane (CH3SiH3) is widely used as a precurso
gas in plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposi
~PECVD!,1 primarily for the synthesis of plasma
polymerized methylsilane films2 for use as photoresists or, a
higher substrate temperatures, of silicon carbide laye3

More recently, CH3SiH3 has also been studied as a precur
for PECVD of organosilicate layers useful as low
dielectrics.4 In modeling a discharge environment, one nee
as input information on all basic processes that occur in
plasma, including the cross sections for elastic and inela
electron–molecule collisions.5 The electronic-excitation
cross sections are important because excitation to disso
tive electronic states promotes the generation of reactive
tral fragments, while the cross section for electronically el
tic scattering largely determines electron transport proper
However, despite its technological importance, very little
yet known about electron collisions with CH3SiH3 . Compu-
tational studies have mainly been devoted to the calcula
of ground-state electronic structure and properties6 or to
reactions.7 Indeed, we are aware of only one previo
calculation8 that addressed electronic excitation of CH3SiH3 .
Experimental studies have likewise concentrated on
properties and vibrational spectroscopy of the ground e
tronic state. However, a few studies have been done of
ultraviolet photoabsorption spectrum9–11 and photodissocia
tion chemistry.13–15To our knowledge, no electron cross se
tions, experimental or theoretical, are yet available
CH3SiH3 ~a preliminary account of our elastic results appe
elsewhere12!.

We report here results from a study of elastic and ine
tic collisions of low-energy electron with methylsilane.
this work, we employed the Schwinger multichann
method16,17 as implemented for parallel computers.18,19 The
elastic integral, differential, and momentum-transfer cr
sections were obtained in the static-exchange approxima

a!Electronic mail: carl@schwinger.caltech.edu
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for energies up to 50 eV. The static-exchange approxima
generally works well for energies in this energy range exc
at energies below;5 eV or in the presence of shape res
nances, which it shifts to higher energies~typically by 1–4
eV! and broadens. Inelastic cross sections were obta
within a few-channel approximation for a variety of low
lying singlet and triplet excited states at energies fro
threshold up to 50 eV. We also carried out limited electro
structure calculations in order to investigate the dissocia
of some of the excited electronic states.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The SMC method and its implementation for paral
computers have been discussed in several publications.16–19

Here we give details specific to the present calculations.
In all of our calculations except studies of excited-sta

dissociation, the nuclei were fixed at the ground-state eq
librium geometry, which belongs to theC3v point group. For
most calculations we used the geometry as optimized u
second-order Møller–Plesset perturbation theory,
6-311G(d) basis set, andGAMESS,20 while for a few (7a1
→4e calculations! we used the experimental geometry;21 the
slight differences between these two geometries will have
significant effect on our results.

To obtain information about the excited electronic sta
of CH3SiH3 , we carried out single-excitation configuration
interaction~SECI! calculations usingGAUSSIAN 9822 and its
built-in 6-31111G(3d,2p) basis set. This extended basis s
should be flexible enough to give nearly converged res
for the lowest few states of each spin and symmetry, wher
the otherwise similar calculations of Gordon,8 carried out
with various smaller basis sets, showed considerable ba
set dependence. In fact, we find overall qualitative agreem
with Gordon’s results for the energies and character of
lowest excited states, though with a few significant diffe
ences; in particular, we predict markedly lower thresholds
the 1,23E and 11,3A2 states. We find, as did Gordon, that th
lowest excited states involve excitation not only out of t
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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Downloaded 14 Aug
TABLE I. Properties of some low-lying excited states of CH3SiH3.

State
Principal
character

Vertical threshold~eV! Oscillator strength

SECI IVO Expt.a SECI IVO

2 3A1 7a1→8a1 8.52 8.95b

1 3E 3e→8a1 8.59 9.28
2 3E 3e→9a1 8.94 9.80
1 3A2 3e→4e 8.97 9.32b

3 3A1 7a1→9a1 , 9.09 10.14b

3e→4e
2 1A1 7a1→8a1 9.16 9.25 7.87 0.149 0.115
1 1E 3e→8a1 9.47 9.90b 8.78 0.144 0.323b

2 1E 3e→9a1 9.75 10.14b 9.15 0.295 0.146b

1 1A2 3e→4e 9.81 9.92 0.0 0.0
3 3E 7a1→4e, 9.33 10.16

3e→4e
3 1E 7a1→4e 10.11 10.32b 0.066 0.058c

3 1A1 7a1→9a1 10.14 10.40 0.409 0.305

aReference 11.
bComputed with the orbital optimized for the other spin state having the same configuration.
cComputed with triplet IVO at MP2/6-311G(d) geometry and including all 6d-type orbitals.
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highest occupied molecular orbital, the 7a1 Si–C bonding
orbital, but also out of the next-highest orbital, 3e, which is
Si–H bonding. In most of the low-lying excited states, eith
(7a1)21 or (3e)21 character predominates, but a few, i
cluding 31,3A1 and 33E, are significantly mixed. That exci
tation both from 7a1 and from 3e is important reflects the
nearly equal binding energies of these orbitals: Their resp
tive Koopmans ionization potentials are 12.4 and 12.7 eV
determined from the restricted Hartree–Fock~RHF! calcula-
tion described immediately below, while photoelectr
spectroscopy11 gives vertical ionization potentials of 11.
and 12.1 eV, respectively. Information on the lowest exci
states is listed in Table I; except as noted for 31E, improved
virtual orbital ~IVO! results are computed using the sam
wavefunctions as in the scattering calculations.

The molecular ground state was described by a sin
configuration RHF wave function. The basis set used was
the standard notation, the 6-31111G(3d,2p) basis set as
defined in the programGAMESS20 ~which differs slightly from
the basis set of the same name in Gaussian22!. In most cal-
culations, all six Cartesian components of thed functions
were included, giving a total of 182 primitive and 138 co
tracted Cartesian Gaussian functions for CH3SiH3 . In the
7a1→4e calculations, the 3s-type combination ofd func-
tions was excluded, reducing the size of the basis set b
functions.

We obtained 0.727 D as the RHF value of the perman
electric dipole moment, which compares well with the e
perimental value of 0.735 D.21 A dipolar field causes elasti
scattering in long-range collisions, an effect not fully ca
tured in our SMC calculation, which employs squar
integrable trial functions. We accordingly incorporated a c
rection for such long-range scattering using well-kno
techniques based on the dipole-Born approximation.23 To
suppress the divergence of the elastic dipole-Born amplit
in the forward direction, we included a small, arbitrary i
elasticity. Neither the integral cross section nor the differ
tial cross section away from the extreme forward direct
 2007 to 131.215.225.175. Redistribution subject to A
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was sensitive to the precise value of this energy loss, wh
was set at 0.001 hartree in the results reported below.
retained partial waves up to,55, m55 from the SMC cal-
culation in computing the dipole-corrected results; below
eV, neither the differential nor the integral cross sectio
were sensitive to the exact value of this partial-wave cut
except at the very lowest energies. Above 10 eV, the rang
forward angles over which the dipole correction is no
negligible is increasingly small, while, on the other han
higher partial waves from the SMC calculation are incre
ingly necessary to describe the near-backward scatter
We, therefore, omitted the dipole-Born correction to the el
tic cross section above 10 eV.

Elastic scattering was described in the static-excha
approximation; that is, we neglected polarization of the t
get molecule by the projectile electron but solved the f
many-electron scattering problem defined by the charge d
sity of the RHF ground state. For comparison purposes,
also computed elastic electron cross sections for disila
Si2H6 , and ethane, C2H6 , under the same conditions as fo
CH3SiH3 , i.e., using the static-exchange approximation,
6-31111G(3d,2p) basis set, and the respective ground-st
equilibrium geometries.24,25

To describe the excited states of CH3SiH3, we used the
improved virtual orbital~IVO! approximation.26 In the colli-
sion calculations, a common IVO was used to describe
glet and triplet excited states having the same nominal c
figuration; excitation thresholds were computed using t
common orbital and the appropriate~singlet or triplet!
Hamiltonian. For the (7a1→8a1) 1,3A1 and (7a1

→9a1) 1,3A1 states, the singlet IVO was used, while f
the (3e→8a1) 1,3E, (3e→9a1) 1,3E, and (7a1→4e) 1,3E
states, the triplet IVO was used. The 3e→4e excitation pro-
duces six states:1,3A1 , 1,3E, and 1,3A2 . For that case, we
carried out a singlet IVO calculation for the1A2 state and
used the resulting 4e orbital pair to form all eight possible
hole-particle and spin combinations. Each such combina
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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861J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 2, 8 July 2003 Electron scattering by methylsilane
was treated as a scattering channel, with the1A2 IVO energy
as a common threshold for the four singlets and the3A9
energy computed using that IVO as a common threshold
the four triplets.~Although limitations ofGAMESSresulted in
the 3e→4e triplet energy calculation incorporating un
wanted ‘‘extra’’ configurations, the natural-orbital occupa
cies showed that the effect was very slight.! Proper (3e
→4e)1,3A1 , 1,3E, and1,3A2 states were formed at the end
the calculation by taking appropriate linear combinations
the channels.

The excitation thresholds obtained from the IVO calc
lations just described are shown in Table I together with
SECI and experimental values. Where comparison is p
sible, the SECI results are significantly above the experim
tal values. Because the IVO approximation is a restric
form of SECI, it must give poorer results, but generally t
additional error is moderate.

Excitation cross sections were computed in six sepa
few-channel calculations, in each of which the elastic ch
nel was coupled to the singlet and triplet channels associ
with a given one-particle excitation. Taking into account t
degeneracy of theE representation, the inelastic scatteri
calculations thus coupled either three channels~for 7a1

→na1 excitations!, five channels~for 3e→na1 and 7a1

→4e excitations!, or nine channels (3e→4e).
Optically-allowed transitions may be excited in lon

range collisions between the electron and the target, an e
that may be taken into account by applying a dipole-Bor23

correction analogous to that used for the elastic chan
but based on the transition dipole rather than on the grou
state permanent dipole. We applied such corrections
electron-impact excitation of the (7a1→8a1) 1A1 , (7a1

→9a1) 1A1 , (3e→8a1) 1E, and (3e→9a1) 1E states, us-
ing the IVO length-form transition dipoles corresponding
the oscillator strengths listed in Table I and retaining par
waves up to,55, m54 from the SMC calculation. The
remaining states considered here are either optically for
den or have small oscillator strengths in the SECI appro
mation ~except in the special case of 3e→4e discussed im-
mediately below!.

The (3e→4e) 9-channel calculation produced an unus
ally large 1E cross section, with a peak value of abo
1.7310216 cm2 and a slow fall-off at higher energies, eve
before applying a dipole-scattering correction. This behav
correlated with a very large oscillator strength, 1.01, co
puted using the same description of the1E state. On closer
examination, we found that using the1E potential instead of
the 1A2 produces a very different 4e IVO and a much
smaller oscillator strength. Moreover, the SECI calculatio
indicate no1,3E or 1,3A1 states having a clear 3e→4e one-
particle character. The (3e→4e) 1,3E and 1,3A1 cross sec-
tions obtained from our 9-channel calculation, therefore, c
not be considered physical. On the other hand, the 13A2

state is well described as a 3e→4e single-particle excitation,
and an IVO-type calculation for that state produces ae
orbital highly similar to that obtained for1A2 . We thus re-
port below only the1,3A2 cross sections from the (3e→4e)
calculation.

Although detailed investigation of dissociation followin
Downloaded 14 Aug 2007 to 131.215.225.175. Redistribution subject to A
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excitation of CH3SiH3 is outside the scope of the prese
electron-collision study, we did carry out limited calculatio
on selected excited states usingGAMESS, its internal
6-311G~d! basis set, and complete-active-space s
consistent field~CASSCF! wave functions with six active
electrons in seven active orbitals. The calculations were
as geometry optimizations beginning at the vertical~ground
state! geometry, with the wave function restricted to one
the two representations (A8 or A9) of theCs point group. At
the initial geometry, the active orbitals thus comprised thee
and 7a1 occupied orbitals together with 8a1 , 4e, and 9a1

virtual orbitals. Such limited calculations cannot identify e
ery important dissociation channel, nor can they identify s
ondary dissociations and rearrangements, but they can i
tify barrier-free dissociation pathways on repulsive surfa
and so provide some useful insights.

The CASSCF optimization in3A8 showed that the low-
est excited state, (7a1→8a1) 2 3A1 , can dissociate withou
a barrier to methyl and silyl radicals. A calculation for th
2 1A1 state proceeded to a geometry with the Si–C bo
stretched to 2.74 Å before encountering convergence d
culties, suggesting that that state also dissociates to3
1SiH3. On the other hand, calculations in1A9 and 3A9 for
one component of each of the (3e→8a1) 1 1,3E states both
proceeded downhill to H2 and singlet or triplet CH3SiH radi-
cals. These results are consistent with the Si–C bond
character of the 7a1 orbital and Si–H bonding character o
the 3e orbital. Computational study of higher-lying state
within the 1,3A1 and1,3E manifolds is more difficult and was
not carried out; however, we anticipate that some fraction
excitation to such higher-lying states will result in dissoc
tion on the 21,3A1 and 11,3E surfaces due to conical inter
sections and/or radiative transitions.

We may compare our dissociation results to the pho
chemical studies of Longeway and Lampe15 using 147 nm
~8.43 eV! photons. Reference to the photoabsorpti
spectrum11 indicates that 8.43 eV is well above the pe
absorption of the first singlet excited state, (7a1

→8a1) 2 1A1 , and well into the low-energy shoulde
of the second singlet state, (3e→na1) 1 1E, which we found
to dissociate into CH3SiH1H2. Consistent with our cal-
culations, Longeway and Lampe deduced that 69% of
primary photodissociation preserved the Si–C bond, w
the products being, in order of decreasing quant
yield, CH2SiH21H2, CH3SiH1H2, CHSiH31H2, and
CH3SiH12H, while the remaining 31% of primary dissocia
tion produced CH31H1SiH2 and to a lesser exten
CH41SiH2.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Elastic scattering

Figure 1 shows the elastic integral cross section~ICS!
for CH3SiH3, along with its decomposition intoC3v symme-
try components. Although Fig. 1 shows only the summ
cross section for2E, it may be noted that its two compo
nents, which are not equivalent from the point of view of t
numerical quadratures used, were computed independe
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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and differed from each other by less than 1% at all energ
shown~and by less than 0.5% above 5 eV!. For the symme-
try components, we show only results without the dipo
Born correction, while for the ICS itself, we show resu
both with and without the dipole-Born correction below 1
eV. As may be seen, the correction is quite small above;2
eV, while at 2 eV and lower energies, we expect the co
puted cross section to be qualitatively incorrect due to exc
sive s-wave scattering, a characteristic feature of the sta
exchange approximation that produces the low-ene
enhancement of2A1 seen in the figure.

The2A2 component, having contributions only from pa
tial waves with mz>3, is both expected and found to b
small over the energy range of Fig. 1, although the calcu
tion probably gives somewhat too small a value at the hig
energies shown, because only a few functions in our Ga
ian basis set~the p functions on the hydrogens! can contrib-
ute to the2A2 trial wave function. The main contributions t
the ICS come from2A1 and2E. While neither of these show
any sharp resonance features, at least two broad shou
visible in 2A1 , at about 6.5 and 10 eV, as well as a bro
peak in 2E at about 6.5 eV, may be associated with sha
resonances. Because low-energy shape resonances are a
always associated with virtual valence orbitals, insight in
them can often be gained from a consideration of the nu
ber, type, and energies of RHF virtual orbitals computed i
minimal basis set, though the RHF orbital energies typica
must be shifted downward by several eV or more to obt
reasonable agreement with resonance positions. In
present case, minimal-basis-set RHF calculations~obtained
with GAMESSand its internal STO-6G basis! place the virtual
valence orbitals at 12.2 eV (8a1 , Si–C s* ), 12.7 eV (4e,
Si–H s* ), 14.2 eV (9a1 , Si–H s* ), 19.3 eV (5e, C–H
s* ), and 20.2 eV (10a1 , C–H s* ). The first three of these
orbitals correlate fairly well with the cross-section should
and peaks noted, if shifts of 4 to 6 eV are applied. Sim

FIG. 1. Integral cross section for elastic scattering of electrons by CH3SiH3,
along with itsC3v symmetry components. Below 10 eV, the integral cro
section is shown both with~solid line! and without~dashed line! a correction
for long-range scattering.
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shifts applied to the C–Hs* orbitals lead to an expectatio
of resonances in both2A1 and 2E near 15 eV; that no such
features are visible in Fig. 1 suggests that any such re
nances must be very weak and/or broad.

In Fig. 2 we compare the elastic ICS of CH3SiH3 with
the static-exchange cross sections for the closely related
ecules ethane (CH3CH3) and disilane (SiH3SiH3). Over the
energy range studied, the CH3SiH3 ICS is everywhere large
than the CH3CH3 ICS and is smaller than the SiH3SiH3 ICS
everywhere except the very lowest energies, where dip
scattering enhances the CH3SiH3 cross section. That the sca
tering cross section should generally increase with increa
target electron count and geometric size~the order of bond
lengths beingr CC,r SiC,r SiSi) is a natural expectation
though one that is more strictly justified for thetotal scatter-
ing cross section than for the elastic component alone.

We expect, as mentioned earlier, that the static-excha
resonance positions we have calculated will lie above
actual resonance positions by;1 to a few eV. As a point of
reference, measurements on disilane27 show a pronounced
resonance at about 2 eV that we assign to the2E shape
resonance that our calculation places at about 3.4 eV~see
Fig. 2!.

In Fig. 3 we compare the momentum transfer cross s
tion ~MTCS! for methylsilane with the MTCS for ethane an
disilane. Above 30 eV, the magnitude of the MTCS cor
lates with molecular size, as was the case for the ICS a
energies; however, the MTCS of all three molecules are
proximately equal from about 10 to 30 eV, while below 1
eV the differences among the MTCS appear to have mor
do with the prominence of the shape resonances than
molecular size~though the Si2H6 MTCS is in fact largest,
and the C2H6 MTCS smallest, in that range!. The Si2H6

MTCS, in particular, shows a strong peak near 3.4 eV wh
may be attributed to the2E shape resonance at that energ
this peak is also visible in the ICS~Fig. 2! but is there less
prominent compared to a2A1 resonance at about 5.2 eV

FIG. 2. Comparison of the calculated integral cross sections for ela
scattering of electrons by CH3SiH3 with cross sections obtained at the sam
level of approximation for C2H6 and Si2H6.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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indicating that the2E resonance has a greater influence
high-angle scattering.

The elastic differential cross sections~DCS! for
CH3SiH3 are shown at selected energies in Fig. 4. Results
C2H6 and Si2H6 are again shown for comparison. The effe
of the dipole interaction on the CH3SiH3 DCS is seen to be
insignificant except at angles very near 0°. There is li
resemblance among the cross sections of the different m
ecules. At 5 eV the effect of the2E resonance on high-angl
scattering by Si2H6 is evident, while the C2H6 DCS shows
structure at 10 eV that may be associated with a broad sh
resonance there. At higher energies the cross sections
come increasingly forward-peaked and increasingly osc
tory at high angles, with these trends being most pronoun
for the largest molecule, Si2H6 , and least pronounced fo
C2H6 .

FIG. 3. Comparison of the calculated momentum-transfer cross section
elastic scattering of electrons by C2H6, CH3SiH3, and Si2H6.

FIG. 4. Differential cross section for elastic electron scattering by CH3SiH3

at selected energies, with results for C2H6 and Si2H6 shown for comparison.
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B. Inelastic scattering

Figure 5 shows the integral cross sections for electr
impact excitation of the (7a1→8a1) 1,3A1 and (7a1

→9a1) 1,3A1 states. Each of the cross sections in Fig. 5 d
plays a peak centered near 12 or 13 eV. Symmetry dec
position~not shown! indicates that in each case both2A1 and
2E contribute to the peak in approximately equal amou
except for (7a1→9a1) 1A1 , where 2E accounts for about
2/3 of the cross section, with this ‘‘extra’’ contribution from
2E roughly accounting for the difference in peak height b
tween 31A1 and the other three channels. Above 20 eV,
singlet cross sections are increasingly dominated by
long-range scattering accounted for by the dipole-Born c
rection, while the triplet cross sections fall off rapidly, a
expected for spin-changing excitations.

The peaks in the cross sections of Fig. 5 may be due
core-excited shape resonances, which could arise by
same mechanism as the shape resonances in the elastic
nel, that is, temporary trapping in empty valence orbita
Such an origin would make the strong resemblance am
the peaks more understandable, as the states concerne
involve excitation from 7a1 to ana1 Rydberg orbital and so
might produce very similar short-range potentials.

In Fig. 6 we present the integral cross sections for ex
tation of the (3e→8a1) 1,3E and (3e→9a1) 1,3E states. As
was the case with the 7a1→8,9a1 excitations, there is an
overall resemblance among the cross sections, althoug
the present case the two singlet cross sections differ gre
in magnitude, and moreover the (7a1→8a1) 1A1 cross sec-
tion shows only a single maximum at about 12.5 eV, wh
the other three channels have maxima near 13 eV and
15 eV. Symmetry decomposition again indicates that b
2A1 and2E contribute to the peaks in the cross sections.

Cross sections for the (7a1→4e) 1,3E excitations are
shown in Fig. 7. Comparison with Fig. 5 shows that the
cross section are qualitatively similar not only to each ot

forFIG. 5. Computed integral cross sections for electron-impact excitatio
the (7a1→8a1) 3A1 ~solid line!, (7a1→8a1) 1A1 ~short dashes!, (7a1

→9a1) 3A1 ~long dashes!, and (7a1→9a1) 1A1 ~dot-dashed line! transi-
tions in CH3SiH3.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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but to those for the 7a1→na1 excitations, the principal dif-
ference, aside from magnitude, being that in the present
the cross section maximum is near 15 rather than 13
Although we have omitted the dipole-Born correction to t
singlet cross section in the present case, one can noneth
observe that the singlet cross section falls off more slo
with energy than does the triplet cross section; inclusion
the dipole correction would somewhat enhance this diff
ence.

The (3e→4e) 1,3A2 cross sections are shown in Fig.
As described in Sec. II, these are the only physically me
ingful excitation cross sections obtained from the (e
→4e) 9-channel calculation. The1A2 cross section is the
smallest, and the3A2 cross section among the smallest,
the CH3SiH3 excitation cross sections we have comput

FIG. 6. Computed integral cross sections for electron-impact excitatio
the (3e→8a1) 3E ~solid line!, (3e→8a1) 1E ~short dashes!, (3e
→9a1) 3E ~long dashes!, and (3e→9a1) 1E ~dot-dashed line! transitions
in CH3SiH3.

FIG. 7. Computed integral cross sections for electron-impact excitatio
the (7a1→4e) 3E ~solid line! and (7a1→4e) 1E ~dashes! transitions in
CH3SiH3.
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Small magnitudes are indeed expected forA1→A2 transi-
tions, which are symmetry-disfavored:28,29 The excitation
amplitude must vanish whenever the scattering plane c
cides with one of the threesv symmetry planes of CH3SiH3

and by continuity must also be small at nearby collision g
ometries. Moreover, the pattern seen in Fig. 8—the trip
and singlet cross sections being quite similar in form b
dissimilar in magnitude, with the singlet cross section s
nificantly smaller—has also been found in calculations
symmetry-disfavoredA1→A2 or (1→(2 transitions in
H2CO,28,29CO,30,31N2 ,32 CO2,33 andc-C4F8 .34 Such a pat-
tern was also seen experimentally in recent studies of2 ,
although it is absent or less clear in earlier measuremen35

Sources of error affecting our excitation calculations
clude the use of the single-particle IVO approximation
describe the excited states. As we have mentioned, of the
states nominally arising from the 3e→4e excitation, only
the 1,3A2 states appear to correlate well with physical sta
of CH3SiH3 . Neglect of multiconfigurational character ma
also affect other of our excitation calculations, though pro
ably to a much lesser extent, since most of the other exc
states are well described by a one-hole, one-particle pict
However, the SECI calculation indicates that the 33A1 state,
which we have treated as arising solely from 7a1→9a1 , in
fact contains a strong admixture of 3e→ne. Also, our use of
a common IVO orbital to represent both singlet and trip
states having the same nominal configuration may not
ways be a good approximation. Other sources of error
should be mentioned include numerical sensitivity that,
pecially near threshold, can introduce unphysical sharp
tures and some uncertainty in the excitation cross sec
magnitude; neglect of core relaxation, which may cau
core-excited resonances to appear too high in energy, po
bly even causing Feshbach resonances to appear as
excited resonances; use of the IVO thresholds, which
higher than the true vertical thresholds; and use of the I
transition dipole moments, which may contain significant

of

of

FIG. 8. Computed integral cross sections for electron-impact excitatio
the (3e→4e) 3A2 ~solid line! and (3e→4e) 1A2 ~dashes! transitions in
CH3SiH3.
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rors, to compute the dipole-scattering corrections. Finall
should be mentioned that we have not explored the eff
which may be large, of changing the channel-coupl
scheme, either among open channels or by including clo
channel~polarization! effects.

With these limitations in mind, our most reliable excit
tion results are probably those for the 21,3A1 , 1,21,3E,
1 1,3A2 , and 31A1 states, a set that includes the lowest fo
states in each of the singlet and triplet manifolds. Beca
electron energy distributions in materials-processing plas
are typically peaked at 1 to a few eV, these low-lying sta
will be especially important to electron-driven dissociatio
As we have mentioned earlier, the 21,3A1 states appear to
dissociate without a barrier to methyl and silyl radica
while calculations indicate that the 11,3E states dissociate to
CH3SiH and H2. Because the next few excited states a
involve removal of an electron from either the 7a1 Si–C
bonding orbital or the 3e Si–H bonding orbital and may
moreover cross onto these lower surfaces, they are likel
dissociate similarly. When shifted to appropriate thresho
our cross sections may therefore form a starting point
modeling electron-impact dissociation of CH3SiH3.

IV. SUMMARY

We have reported cross sections for elastic and electr
cally inelastic collisions of low-energy electrons with met
ylsilane, CH3SiH3. The elastic cross sections are interme
ate in character between those of the related molecules C2H6

and Si2H6. The inelastic cross sections studied, which
volve transitions from the highest two valence orbitals in
predominantly Rydberg orbitals, show strong similariti
among themselves, and they are likely to promote two
mary dissociation processes.
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